**Festival Final Gala Program**

*=composer and audio engineer
You can find a more detailed explanation of each type of ensemble [here](#)

**July 31, Saturday**

**gEnsemble**

*Choratoriosto - Jonathan Posthuma*
- Eric Shuster
- Ian Fales
- Daniel Waldron

Visual Artist - Alexandria Nunweiler
Audio Engineer - Luke Damrosch

5’

**Duo Purla**

*growth (?) - Timothy Leimu Sillman Walters*
- Shannon Reilly
- Tom Torrisi

4’

**Solo Performance**

*Flex - Daniel Waldron*
- Ammon Swinbank - Flute

3’

**fEnsemble**

*Everything Is Tiny - Seamus Hubbard Flynn*
- Ian Fales
- Kristina Boerger
- Ryan Allais

Visual Artist - Yiting Liu

5’

**Solo Performance**

*naMoWoMan - Sam Kubina*
- Sarah Richards - Soprano

5’
b Ensemble
A Truly Awful Situation - Josh Brown*
    Julia Bokunewicz
    Amanda Forest
    Eric Shuster
  4’

Solo Performance
Villa de Vecchi (The House of Witches) - Richard Risi
    Joe Beribak - Percussion
  4.5’

Multidisciplinary Group
Oiseaux Cristallin, by:
    Matthew Toffoletto
    Dionicio Aguirre Trevino
    Theo Boehm
    Weiying Olivia Huang
    Stephanie Henry
  9’

Solo Performance
Children’s Garden Haiku - Joe Beribak
    Julia Bokunewicz - Soprano
  4.5’

d Ensemble
sleep thing - Matthew Toffoletto*
    Connor Johnson
    Stephen Ai
    Amanda Forest
  12’

INTERMISSION - 10’

Solo Performance
Special meeting of the Muskegon School Board - D. A. Trevino
    Shannon Lewis - Flute
  6.5’
**Multidisciplinary Group**  
*ThymeTime, by:*
Shannon K. Lewis  
Marina Lopez  
Sam Kubina  
Ciyadh Wells  
Yiting Liu  
8’

**Solo Performance**  
*Spindrift - Eric Shuster*  
Clarissa Littler - Math  
7’

**lEnssemble**  
*Internal Affairs - Ziyi Tao*  
Alexa Letourneau  
Daniel Waldron  
Kristina Boerger  
5’

**nEnssemble**  
*Trio - Jake O’Connor*  
Kristina Boerger  
Amanda Forest  
Ian Fong  
Audio Engineer - Willyn Whiting  
4’

**Duo Purla**  
*hyperbolic orange - Connor Johnson*  
Shannon Reilly  
Tom Torrisi  
6’

**Multidisciplinary Group**  
*Orbital Irrigation, by Department of Agriculture:*  
Seamus Hubbard Flynn  
Ka Hei Cheng  
Joe Beribak  
Zoe Marie Hart  
7.5’
August 1, Sunday

**aEnsemble**
*Weihnachtslieder - Erich Barganier*
  Julia Bokunewicz
  Stephen Ai
  Ian Fales
Audio Engineer - Luke Damrosch
  7.5'

**Multidisciplinary Group**
*Progrock Estuary, by:*
  Clarissa Littler
  Samantha Hogan
  Timothy Leimu Sillman Walters
  Tyler Katz
  8'

**Solo Performance**
*The Fall of Cotton Seeds - Stephanie Henry*
  Ian Fong - Bassoon
  4.5'

**eEnsemble**
*Tigers Above, Tigers Below - Jillian Flexner*
  Sarah Richards
  Julian Gau
  Seamus Hubbard Flynn
Audio Engineer - Peter Traver
  7.5'

**Multidisciplinary Group**
*Regular Icosihexagon, by:*
  Alexa Letourneau
  Joanna (Asia) Mieleszko
  Dorothy Chan
  Ryan Allais
  Taki Salameh
  *some time*
mEnsemble
Come as you are - Ethan Soledad
Sarah Richards
Zoe Hart
Julian Gau
Audio Engineer - Luke Damrosch
8.5'

Duo Purla
Botanical Garden - Charlie Blasberg
Shannon Reilly
Tom Torrisi
4.5'

Solo Performance
no one has ever seen your heart - Dorothy Chan
Christian Bernard - Oboe
6'

INTERMISSION - 10'

iEnsemble
If I Told Him - Willyn Whiting*
Russell Holbert
Thom Baker
Kristina Boerger
Sarah Richards
8'

Solo Performance
Mist - Emily Boyajian
Sam Kubina - Fujara
5'

Duo Purla
Mathmagic - Marina Lopez
Shannon Reilly
Tom Torrisi
6.5'
**jEnsemble**
*Ahnvut - Devorah Belin*
Lara Villanueva
Zoe Marie Hart
Tyler Neidermayer
Jack Pinto
Audio Engineer - Lara Villanueva
2'

**hEnsemble**
*The Moon - Tyler Katz*
Ryan Allais
Thom Baker
Dorothy Chan
Audio Engineer - Theo Boehm
4'

**cEnsemble**
*Dalangin at Paghilom (Prayer and Healing) - Jimuel Dave Dagta*
Connor Johnson
Christian Bernard
Eric Shuster
Audio Engineer - Lara Villanueva
6'

**Duo Purla**
*Lamellae - Alexa Letourneau*
Shannon Reilly
Tom Torrisi
7.5'

**kEnsemble**
*Your Favorite Body of Water - Treya Nash*
Tyler Neidermayer
Chloe Sizemore
Tim Walters
6.5'